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Senior Consultant- Frontend/Backend

Consultant

116653BR

Job Description

Role – SeniorConsultant 

Technology  –

Frontend: Angular and NodeJS

Backend: Java and API programming 

Location – BRUSSELS

Job Description 

As a Consultant, you are an expert at contributing to different phases of the consulting

lifecycle. You will be intensely involved in; you will define the problem, propose and refine

the solution. You will also play an important role in the development, configuration and

deployment of the overall solution. You will guide teams on project processes, deliverables

and contribute to the proposal development, client training and internal capability-building

and help detail the project scope. You will have the opportunity to shape value-adding

consulting solutions that enable our clients to meet the changing needs of the global

landscape. 

Responsibilities:
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Understand the business vision, strategy and project roadmaps.

Ensure that there is a complete set of relevant and clear business requirements.

Translate the functional and non-functional requirements into an effective, reliable and future

proof solution architecture in line with the architectural blueprint of organisation and

domain.

Work with Solution architects and squad analysts in order to create an end-to-end solution

across applications.

Provide high-level estimates to develop and implement the solution.

Refine large requirements into well-defined time-boxed features.

Act as the single point of contact for the business requestors.

Provide clear and structured communication and documentation on the solution, to users,

squad analysts, operations and management.

Ensure the solution is implemented in line with the architecture during project execution.

Clearly understand and communicate dependencies between various initiatives.

Participate in RFP processes to provide input on digital scope.

Profile:

You have a Bachelor or Master’s degree (preferably in an IT related domain) or equivalent by

experience

You have a profound experience in analysis or architecture in a complex IT environment

You have hands-on experience with agile methodologies and UML modelling techniques

Knowledge of the telecom ecosystem is considered an asset

You have strong analytical skills and anticipate the impact of possible solutions to complex

problems

You are optimistic, solution oriented, creative with an open mind



Customer centricity is part of your nature

Excellent communication skills (spoken and written) ; you value communication and

collaboration with others

You have a learning attitude

Stress resistant and flexible

Good communication skills (spoken and written) according to the needs of different

audiences

Team player

Negotiation skills

English is mandatory. Dutch and French are a plus

Skills:

Overall IT experience of 10 years.

At least 3 years of experience in designing solutions using REST / µservice architecture.

Good experience with UML and design patterns

Good Knowledge of HTML, CSS, JavaScript, No SQL databases, CMS, Angular, React

native is a plus.

Experience with Agile methodologies, Jira as issue and backlog management tool

Personal 

Besides the professional qualifications of the candidates we place great importance in

addition to various forms personality profile. These include:

High analytical skills

A high degree of initiative and flexibility

High customer orientation

High quality awareness



Excellent verbal and written communication skills

About Us 

Infosys is a global leader in next-generation digital services and consulting. We enable

clients in more than 50 countries to navigate their digital transformation. With over four

decades of experience in managing the systems and workings of global enterprises, we

expertly steer our clients through their digital journey. We do it by enabling the enterprise

with an AI-powered core that helps prioritize the execution of change. We also empower

the business with agile digital at scale to deliver unprecedented levels of performance and

customer delight. Our always-on learning agenda drives their continuous improvement

through building and transferring digital skills, expertise, and ideas from our innovation

ecosystem.

Infosys is an equal opportunity employer and all qualified applicants will receive

consideration without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender

identity, national origin, protected veteran status, spouse of protected veteran, or

disability.

Country

Belgium

State / Region / Province

Belgium

Work Location

Brussels

Interest Group

Infosys Limited

Skillset

Technology|DevOps|Continuous integration - Java

Company

ITL Belgium

Role Designation

2015ASRCON Senior Consultant
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